Pharmacological evaluation of agonistic and antagonistic activity of cannabinoids.
The behavioral effects of cannabinoids are dependent upon numerous variables which include species differences, dose, experimental conditions, etc. The complexity of the cannabinoid behavioral syndrome certainly complicates attempts to establish biochemical correlates. It is for this reason that attempts are being made to develop analogs that exhibit selective behavioral effects. The pharmacological profile of the analogs that exhibit selective behavioral effects. The pharmacological profile of the analogs summarized in table 6 suggests a tentative classification for the cannabinoids. While there are numerous analogs which produce the entire spectrum of cannabinoid effects, only those discussed within this article are grouped in class 1. CBD and many of its analogs appear to be devoid of cannabinoid effects, but they are capable of producing CNS depression at large doses (class 2). It is our working hypothesis that the compounds in class 2 may be altering membrane peturbation in a nonspecific fashion. This latter effect may or may not be related to the psychoactive cannabinoids. Class 3 compounds are potent CNS depressants that appear to lack other effects that are unique to cannabinoids. These analogs are particularly interesting in that they may be altering membrane function i a specific fashion in contrast to nonspecific effects exerted by analogs in class 2. Analogs in class 4 appear to exert selective CNS depression. While the mechanism by which these analogs are producing their effects may be proven to be different from those postulated, it does appear that a classification of cannabinoid effects is possible through structural alterations in the cannabinoid molecule.